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Comments were received from Ireland and USA. The following document is the draft disposition 
of those comments. The disposition is organized per country. 
 
As a result of this disposition, the only country that had voted negatively (Ireland) has reversed its 
votes to Yes. 
 
 
 

Note - The full content of the ballot comments have been included in this document to 
facilitate the reading. The dispositions are inserted in between these comments and are 

marked in Underlined Bold Serif text, with explanatory text in italicized italic serif. 
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Ireland: Negative: 
 

Technical comments 

 

T1. Tables 202 and 203. 

T.1 Tai Xuan Jing symbols. The name is incorrectly spelled in the FPDAM. Correct from "Tai Xuang Jing" to 

"Tai Xuan Jing" throughout the document. 

Accepted 

Also requested by US comment T.1. 

 

T.2 A collection number and block should be assigned to the Tai Xuan Jing symbols. 

Accepted 

Also requested by US comment T.1. 

 

Following the disposition, Ireland changes its vote to YES. 

 
USA: Yes with comments: 
 

Technical comments 

 

T.1 Tai Xuan Jing symbols 

a) The name is incorrectly spelled in the FPDAM:  

p. 3 Correct Table 15 name to Tai Xuan Jing Symbols 

pp. 20-21 Correct table header on the actual tables to  "Table 15 - Row D3: Tai Xuan Jing Symbols" 

Accepted 

Also requested by Irish comment T.1. 

 

b) The symbols should also have a collection number and be included in a new block. The collection should be 

‘1014 TAI XUAN JING SYMBOLS’ (added after collection 1013, page 1 of the FPDAM1) and the block: 

TAI XUANG JING SYMBOLS 1D300-1D35F (added after WESTERN MUSICAL SYMBOLS in Annex 

A.2, page 2 of the FPDAM1). 

Accepted 

Also requested by Irish comment T.2. 

 

T.2 Code tables and list of character names 

Replace 10D4C1 by 1D4C1. 

Accepted 

 

T.3 Annex E Mirrored characters 

Change the introduction text as follows: 

When rendered in right-to-left text flow direction, the graphic symbols representing the following characters may be 

rendered as the mirror image of the associated graphical symbol used within the context of the left-to-right text flow. 

WG2 decision (propose accepted) 

 

 

Editorial Comments: 

E.1 Annex A.1  

a) The following text ‘1003 DESERET’ should not be italicized.  

Accepted 

 
b) The word ‘After’ before ‘3001 TAGS’ should be italicized.  

Accepted 
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Project Editor input 
 

In annex C of ISO/IEC 10646-2:2001, a source reference file: “CJKC_SR.txt” is 

provided with the source reference information. Recent review of the source reference 

has shown the following errors: 

 
• 2F868, unified source should be 36FC instead of 2136A.  

• 2F874, unified source should be 5F53 instead of 5F33,  

• 2F91F, unified source should be 243AB instead of 43AB,  

• 2F958, should have source T6-4267 instead of T6-4627,  

• 2F95F, unified source should be 7AEE instead of 7AAE, 

• 2F9B2, should have source H-8FA8 instead of H-8EA8 

• 2F9BF, unified source should be 45D7 instead of 4D57,  
 

Most of these mistakes were introduced when transcribing the original information from WG2 N2270 which was 

the source for many of the source references. This shows the importance of getting the information to the editor in a 

format which doesn’t require re-typing; this was unfortunately not the case here. 

Accepted 

 [end] 


